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Sample Progress Note for LSVT LOUD® 
  

Patient:  
DOB:  
Referring Physician:   
Diagnosis: 
Medical Diagnosis: Parkinson’s disease: ICD-10 code: G20   
Treating Diagnoses: 

Dysphonia: ICD-10 code: R49.0   
Dysarthria: ICD-10 code: R47.1 

Date of Onset:   
Date of initial evaluation:  
Start of Care (SOC):  
Visits from SOC: 8 
Progress Update Date: 
 
Subjective:  
Pt. has been alert and cooperative for treatment sessions.  
 
Objective:  
Treatment will address dysarthria/dysphonia caused by Parkinson’s disease. Pt. will 
utilize strategies and exercises to increase vocal loudness and improve respiratory/ 
laryngeal coordination utilizing the LSVT LOUD protocol. See data summary sheet for 
objective data regarding below stated goals.  
 
Assessment: 
Short-term Goals:  

1. Patient will increase vocal intensity by 6 dB SPL with minimal to no clinician 
cueing across daily and hierarchy tasks. 

2.  
3. Patient increased vocal loudness to XX dB SPL at a 50 cm microphone to 

mouth distance with XX cues from XX dB at time of initial evaluation during 
sustained phonation and was understood without cues to express medical 
and personal needs and wants. Short term goal met. 
 

4. Patient increased maximum phonation time to XX seconds with XX cues from 
XX seconds at time of initial evaluation during sustained phonation and was 
understood without cues during a 1+ minute phone calls. Short term goal met. 

 
5. Patient increased phonational frequency range to XX-XX Hertz (Hz) with XX 

cues from XX-XX Hz with XX cues at time of initial evaluation during pitch 
range tasks, which allowed her to raise her pitch to indicate she was asking a 
question, drop her pitch to direct actions, and change her pitch when reading 
books to her grandchildren. Short term goal met. 
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6. Patient increased vocal loudness XX dB SPL at a 50 cm microphone to 
mouth distance with XX cues from XX dB at time of initial evaluation during 
reading at word and sentence levels and was understood without the need for 
repetition to convey information while in a car. Short term goal met. 
   

Patient demonstrates excellent progress from time of initial evaluation. She has 
completed the home program as prescribed. Pt’s husband has noted improvement in 
the loudness of patient’s voice and overall speech intelligibility. Pt. states she is 
catching herself more often if she uses her quiet voice and does not have to repeat 
herself to her husband as often. Pt. reports that she is thinking about using her loud 
voice about 65% of the time during conversation and has noticed other people do not 
misinterpret what she is saying as frequently. Speech intelligibility is currently judged to 
be 85% in quiet environments, which reduces to 80% in environments with background 
noise. This demonstrates an increase from 75% intelligibility at the time of the initial 
assessment. 
 
Note: dB SPL is a logarithmic scale*, thus the increase in dB above is substantial. 
Patient also demonstrates improvements in voice quality and increased vocal stability 
when utilizing a voice that is increased in vocal loudness, all of which results in 
increased intelligibility of voice/speech.  
 
Plan:  
Continue with remaining 8 sessions and homework plan as prescribed in initial 
evaluation (4 times a week for 4 weeks, 60-minute individual sessions), utilizing the 
LSVT LOUD protocol.  LSVT LOUD works to increase vocal loudness which will assist 
the pt. to effectively participate in daily functional communication required to meet daily, 
medical and safety needs. The LSVT LOUD protocol follows evidence-based research 
data** which requires voice/speech treatment four times a week for 4 weeks and 
requires the special skills of a speech-language pathologist who is certified in the LSVT 
LOUD approach.  
 
New short-term goals for next two weeks:  
 

1. Patient will increase vocal intensity by 6 dB SPL with minimal to no clinician 
cueing across daily and hierarchy tasks when given distractor tasks 
(gross/fine motor, mental)  

2.  
3. Patient will increase vocal loudness to reach a target sound pressure level of 

XX dB at a 50 cm microphone to mouth distance with XX cues from XX dB at 
time of initial evaluation to communicate effectively during simple, structured 
conversational speech, which will help her to increase vocal respiratory 
support to increase loudness to be understood without the need for repetition 
to talk with family and friends during a meal.  

 
4. Patient will reach a target sound pressure level of XX dB at a 50 cm 

microphone to mouth distance with XX cues from XX dB at time of initial 
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evaluation to for longer more complex paragraph level reading to help her 
increase vocal respiratory support to increase loudness to be understood 
without the need for repetition to instruct caregivers regarding needs and 
wants.  

 
5. Patient will reach a target sound pressure level of XX dB at a 50 cm 

microphone to mouth distance to communicate effectively during moderate to 
complex conversational speech with XX cues to increase loudness which will 
help patient to increase vocal respiratory support to be understood without the 
need for repetition to maintain vocal responsibilities at work.  
 

6. Caregiver(s) will demonstrate understanding of using communication 
strategies to help pt. increase loudness and intelligibility 100% of the time 
given minimal cues over three consecutive sessions. 

 
 
 
____________________________ __________ 
Clinician Signature    Date 
LSVT Certified Clinician     
 
*Decibels of sound pressure level (dB SPL) is an acoustic measure of sound energy 
that relates to vocal loudness.  This is a logarithmic scale, thus, small changes in 
decibels equates to larger changes in perceived vocal loudness.  Specifically, a 3 dB 
SPL change is a doubling of sound power; 6 dB SPL change is a doubling of sound 
pressure; 10 dB SPL change is a doubling of the perception of vocal loudness (i.e., 
twice as loud). 
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